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I had a dream last night that one day all the people on this world might no longer be
dependent  on  paper  money,  virtual  zeroes  and  ones  in  their  accounts  or  first
generation  crypto  currencies  like  0/1-Coin,  this  Eukalypteria  (or  whatever  it  was
called), Nega (tinder for stocks) or the other Whisky-thing from Germany (tinder for
shopping).  So  while  sitting  on  the  toilet  this  morning  (sidenote:  mission
accomplished) a solution came to my mind: the EKAF-Coin.

To make things short here are the advantages of my idea:
1. You won't need to waste time on reading 20+ pages of white paper. 2 should be

enough to make you realize that EKAF-Coin is the real deal.
2. EKAF-Coin is so much better than others because we will have a maximum of

82 million.  This  means almost  4  times as  much as  similar  'products'.  Size
matters. Ask your wife and/or girlfriend.

3. It will be Made in Germany. And that means 'Quality, quality and quality'.
4. Here in Germany we have zero regulation regarding crypto currencies (at least

none that I know of). Additionally it might be another year or two before we
get a new government, because Jamaica didn't work out. So this gap will likely
not close in the near term. Of course you have to be careful: There might be
scams but this shouldn't be your problem because with EKAF-Coin 'You have
found the future of crypto currencies - Made in Germany'.

5. There are already people who believe in EKAF-Coin: right before starting to
write down my idea I found my first co-investor - my 93 year old uncle Fritz.
He gave me 50 €  accompanied with motivating words that sounded like 'Mach
was  draus,  Junge'.  This  is  German  and  means  something  like:  'I  have  no
fucking clue what you're talking about. I had to fight in France in '44/'45. After
that the communists came. And in '89 a guy called Hasselhoff came over to
bring down our wall. So how much do you need to leave me alone? Aah - take
this. It's 6.13 dude. Get the fuck out of my bedroom. Now!' It feels so good
when people believe in you.

6. It will be written in Excel. So even non-programmers, politicians, bankers and
technology consultants will have the chance to check for security holes. The
others are 'only' open source.

Remember  where  you  were  11/09/89  or  09/11/01?  So  mark  12/19/2017  in  your
calendar -  the birthday of EKAF-Coin.  The clock is ticking. In case you want to
donate and be part of the future: please contact me. As long as our system is not up
(remaining investment sum: 999.949 € - my oldest daughter just gave me another
Euro - she's so cute), we only accept real money. Please transfer to the following
account:

UNICEF DEUTSCHLAND
Bank für Sozialwirtschaft Köln
IBAN: DE57 3702 0500 0000 3000 00
BIC: BFSWDE33

https://www.unicef.de/informieren/ueber-uns/faq/wie-lautet-die-vollstaendige-bankverbindung-mit-iban-und-bic-von-unicef-deutschland-/27870






To anyone who read this far: it's a satire. 

Before 'investing' in ICOs better donate to
people who are really in need for help.
Especially this time around the year.

In case you have found spelling errors or
missing commas: no problem. You can

keep them. 

It might take another year or two to the
ICO of EKAF-Coin. So please don't sue

me.

To anyone who's asking him-/herself what
EKAF means: just read it backwards...



Are drawings allowed in white papers?

No Idea :-)


